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• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.
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order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.
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SCOPE OF PRESENTATION

• This webinar will examine current trends in private equity (PE) fund terms.

• Our discussion will include analysis of market practices and terms between General 
Partners and Limited Partners.

• This webinar will focus on the key terms for a typical US private equity fund, as 
opposed to offshore entities and entities that do not invest in privately issued 
securities (such as hedge funds and real estate funds).

• This webinar touches on certain regulatory developments applicable to U.S. 
managers, but is not dedicated to regulatory matters.
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OUTLINE

I. Marketing and Formation

II. Fund Operations

III. Termination and Winding Up
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I.  MARKETING AND FORMATION

• A sponsor of a private equity fund commences marketing before the actual initial 
closing of the fund

 Existing fund documents should be reviewed to ensure that "lock-up" 
provisions have been satisfied (such as having invested a minimum amount of 
capital commitments)

 Lock-up provisions typically apply to funds with substantially the same 
investment strategy; a sponsor should consider whether "add on funds", 
"carve-out strategies" and "continuation funds" are covered by the lock-up

• Key documents for marketing a fund include the PPM, DDQs, "decks" and 
placement agent agreements

 Performance data remains the most challenging (gross vs. net; assumptions of 
fee structures) 

 Marketing documents should be consistent with one another; the sponsor 
should use one DDQ and supplement it for investor-specific inquiries
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I.  MARKETING AND FORMATION (continued)

Key Documents (cont.)

 PPMs are burdened with extensive risk factors and legal disclosure, whereas 
decks are considered more user-friendly.  All must be reviewed with counsel 

 Decks are often prepared for investor-specific purposes

• Placement Agent Agreements are subject to new scrutiny by the SEC

 Required disclosures to investors of the agent's engagement, including fee 
structure, is required

 Payment of placement agent fees continues to be a management fee offset if 
paid by the fund
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I.  MARKETING AND FORMATION (continued) 

• In addition to marketing documents, investors review the fund's LPA  and 
subscription documents and negotiate side letters, and to a lesser extent, the 
clawback guarantee and subscription documents

 Side letters have consumed the fund raising process; to the maximum extent 
possible, GPs use the same provisions to cover the same topic

 Most favored nations rights are core to side letters, and have been cut back

 Side letters may contain marketing-related provisions, such as restrictions on 
the disclosure of an investor's name

• Documents governing the General Partner and investment manager must also be 
prepared as a fund is being marketed, but they are typically not shared with 
investors
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I.  MARKETING AND FORMATION (continued) 

• The LPA ultimate contains many marketing-related provisions:

 Commitments:
‒ Cap on aggregate LP commitments (applies to anchor and parallel funds)
‒ GP commitment to the fund (substantial, and possibly permitted to increase)

+ Source of commitment (mismatch between founders and less senior 
participants in the carry)

+ Debt financed (collateralized with carried interest, consider key person 
provisions)

 Marketing Periods:
‒ 12 months from first close, trending longer

‒ LPA can be amended to extend marketing period; LPAC may have this 
authority

+ Extension of time to raise often doesn’t increase fund investment period or 
term
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I.  MARKETING AND FORMATION (continued)

 Under the LPA, investors are generally treated as if they were admitted at the 
first closing:
‒ investors are charged fees and expenses of the fund from the first closing 
‒ investors typically buy into investments at cost, unless a material change of 

value has occurred; as marketing periods are prolonged, the possibility of 
valuation changes increases

 Under the LPA, the fund is assumed to have reached its full size (or almost its 
full size) prior to the final closing
‒ allows the fund to pursue investments of a size that is commensurate with 

its targeted amount
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II. FUND OPERATIONS

• The fund's Investment Period allows for investments in new companies, after which only 
follow-on investments in portfolio companies are allowed

 Some GPs have the right to extend the Investment Period for one year; a Key Person 
Event automatically suspends the Investment Period; LPs typically have the right to 
terminate the Investment Period with "Cause"

 Events that trigger a Key Person Event are often tied to (a) the departure of some or all of 
an identified group of Principals; and (b) more recently, ownership thresholds of the 
Manager or the GP.  The GP should be permitted to appoint additional Principals, other 
than a Founder

• Allocations of investment opportunities have become much more flexible

 Affiliated funds with any overlapping investment authority may receive an allocation

 Co-investors share investments, including by GPs (which may require LPAC approval); 
typically made on a reduced or no-fee basis and still a major marketing draw

• Fund borrowings have broadened as to type (capital call line and NAV), maturity and 
amount; fund guarantees of portfolio company indebtedness and other obligations of  Portfolio 
Companies and/or their affiliates are often used and deemed investments in the portfolio 
company
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II. FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Standard of Care

 GP related parties are exculpated from claims by other partners and entitled to 
be indemnified by the fund for fund-related events, except for defined 
"misconduct" events; the requirement to obtain a “final court judgment not 
subject to further appeal” is questioned by LPs

 The core group of “misconduct” events consist of  bad faith, fraud, willful 
misconduct or gross negligence in connection with  performance of duties 
for the fund; “Bad acts” are sometimes broadened to include material 
breach of the LP or material  violation of securities laws (generally tracking 
the indemnification carve-outs), breach of fiduciary duty, commission of 
crimes (any felony or a misdemeanor relating to theft or dishonesty or 
violation of securities laws)

 Investment advisors such as fund sponsors have fiduciary duties to LP  
investors under applicable law, including most prominently the Investment  
Advisers Act of 1940
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II.  FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Economics/Expenses

 Proper allocation of expenses, particularly “broken deal” expenses, among 
affiliates and co-investors is extremely important to the SEC. Partnership 
Expenses related to Feeder Funds or Alternative Investment Vehicles on 
behalf of less than all of the Partners should not be borne by the Partners that 
do not participate in such Feeder Funds or Alternative Investment Vehicles

 Regulators increasingly require LPAs to provide more disclosure of 
expense practices

 Investors do not want funds to pay regulatory expenses of the Manager

 Investors have become more accepting of the fund paying for fees of in-house 
accounting services performed by the Manager and/or Affiliates which would 
have otherwise been performed by unrelated third parties, at rates that are no 
greater than rates that would have been charged by unrelated third parties 
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II. FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Conflicts/LPAC

 Practices with respect to affiliated party transactions vary among funds, 
but limited partner advisory committee (LPAC) approval is generally 
required or available to clear the conflict; some LPAs only require LPAC 
approval if the transaction is not on arms’ length terms

 Matters subject to LPAC approval should be subject to approval by an LP 
vote as well

 The LPAC may not wish to vote on matters brought to it by the GP, such 
as a GP led secondary transaction

 LPAC approval rights extend beyond conflict of interest situations, such as 
appointment of the fund's auditor; extension of the investment period or the 
term of the fund; investments outside of limits; approval of liquidator; valuations 
of fund investments
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II.  FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Economics/Management Fees

 Management Fees are paid from the initial closing through the completion of the 
fund's liquidation, treating all investors as if they were admitted at the first closing; 
however, some LPs negotiate for termination dates regardless of when the fund 
liquidates

 During the Investment Period or possibly until a successor fund is formed, 
Management Fees typically range 1%-2.5% of Commitments. Management Fees 
often vary for larger versus smaller investors; the “early bird special” is used less 
often

 After the step-down date, Management Fees are charged on net invested capital 
(taking into account write-offs and write-downs) 

 Transaction fees (e.g. closing, breakup, directors, monitoring fees), excess 
organization expenses and placement fees are applied as 100% offsets to 
Management Fees.  Offset fees paid by portfolio companies are apportioned 
among the fund and its affiliated co-investors, and the amount apportioned to the 
fund is further apportioned among all Partners based on their Commitments. 100% 
of the amount of such fees apportioned to Limited Partners who are charged 
Management Fees reduce the Management Fees charged to such Limited Partners
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II.  FUND OPERATIONS, CONTINUED

• Economics/Distributions

 First time managers are encouraged to use "European" waterfalls, which 
provide that investors receive back their invested capital, plus a preferred 
return at a stated interest rate, followed by a GP catch up and then a split 
of profits between the GP and investors

 The carried interest generally is 20%, although venture funds have been 
using tiered waterfalls and joint ventures are likely to deviate from a 20% 
carried interest

 Deal-by-deal waterfalls can provide carry on investments after the 
preferred return is paid, but these waterfalls are much more likely to result 
in a clawback; a recapture of realized losses and write-downs before 
paying carried interest upon the sale of a current portfolio company 
investment alleviates the clawback risk
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II.  FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Economics/Distributions, Continued

 The LPA should allow the fund to recycle investment proceeds as to specified 
amounts: (i) proceeds (including Current Income and/or proceeds from 
dispositions and/or recapitalizations) received by the fund in respect of any 
Portfolio Investment disposed of within 18 months of its acquisition by the 
fund, up to an amount equal to the Capital Contributions originally invested by 
the fund in such portfolio investment; and (ii) some other amount (e.g., the 
amount of capital contributions used for fees and expenses).  The fund also 
may distribute amounts permitted to be reinvested, subject to recall for 
reinvestment  

 The fund may also use 100% of all proceeds received in respect of Portfolio 
Investments to pay for Partnership Expenses and for other fees, obligations 
and liabilities of the fund
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II. FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Economics/GP Clawback

 If successful investments early in a fund’s life are followed by losses in later 
investments, the GP may cumulatively receive carried interest exceeding the 
agreed-upon share of total fund profits

 A repayment of such excess, the “clawback”, is designed to correct for such 
overdistributions (on an after-tax basis) and is owing at the termination of 
the fund

 Interim clawbacks prior to the end of the fund (such as at the end of the 
investment period) have become more common

 Guarantees of the clawback are typical, but escrow accounts have ceased 
to be of favor, as neither the GP nor the LPs obtains access to those funds
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II FUND OPERATIONS (continued)

• Economics/All Partner Clawback

 Under the LPA, all partners may be required to return distributions to allow the 
fund to cover its liabilities and obligations, including indemnification obligations

 These clawbacks are subject to caps, both as to time and amount

 Typically, a distribution is not required to be returned after the third 
anniversary of the distribution; and the amounts required to be returned 
are measured as a percentage of commitments or distributions
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III. TERMINATION AND WINDING UP

• Private equity funds are long-term investment vehicles, with stated terms of typically 
10 years

 the GP often has the right to extend the term for one year, and thereafter with 
LPAC or LP consent

• A fund's term is subject to early termination for several reasons:

 Misconduct, which would tie to the carve outs from exculpation/indemnity

 Key Person Events, which is not as typical

 No "Fault" termination, which implies a situation in which there is very poor fund 
investment performance or serious issues with the GP, but where the LPs 
investors either cannot or don’t want to have to prove the  occurrence of a “bad
act.”

• A termination for "misconduct" requires a majority LP vote, whereas a termination 
without cause requires a super majority vote

• PE sponsors sometimes seek a “honeymoon period” after the final closing  
before LP investors can seek “no fault divorce” termination rights
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III. TERMINATION AND WINDING UP (continued)

• In lieu of seeking an early termination of the fund, the GP may be subject to 
removal for "misconduct" (using the same definition from exculpation, but 
occasionally a higher standard); if removed:

 the GP remains an investor in the fund, with economic consequences

 The manager is automatically removed

 The GP would typically continue making capital contributions to the fund and 
receive a return on its invested capital

 The GP would typically retain a portion of the carried interest (such as 75%) on 
investments made prior to removal

• Occasionally, the GP may be subject to removal without "cause"; if so removed:

 the GP keeps the carry without a haircut on deals in the portfolio

 The manager receives a severance payment (e.g., one year of fees)
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III. TERMINATION AND WINDING UP (continued)

• Once a fund is dissolved, the GP (or designated liquidator) must carry out an orderly 
liquidation of the fund's assets

 The LPA rarely states a time frame by which such liquidation must occur, but 
management fees may cease to be payable after a stated date, which provides 
an incentive to complete the fund's winding up

• Any clawback that has accrued, as well as management fee offsets that have not yet 
been applied, become payable when the fund completes its liquidation
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